
Experiences
Preliminary experiences suggest the following:

The work of the Forest Helpers need to be •	
reconciled with their functionality, devel-
opment needs, mental state etc. It can, for 
a specific task suggest that Forest Helpers 
must not be too introverted or sky, dysfunc-
tional, etc.
Effort must be taken by the supervisor to •	
find suitable jobs, so ongoing tasks reflect the 
Forest Helpers mental and physical abilities.
Forest Helpers develop personally beyond •	
the otherwise expected while retained in an 
institution. Forest Helpers show very great 
pleasure in returning to the forest and inter-
acting with forest visitors.
The families of Forest Helpers experience the •	
personal development as very positive. They 
recognise that their family member suddenly 
has a positive impact on society.
Both the supervisor as well as the Forest •	
Helpers have after only a 2-3 month dura-
tion in a Forest Helper Program experienced 
personal victories and improvements, such 
as mental and physical conditions as well as 
a balanced medication.
The supervisor of the project must have a •	
thorough knowledge of the Forest Helpers 
way of thinking and proficiency. The super-
visor can therefore normally not be trans-
ferred directly from the forest staff, from the 
park department or the like.
Forest Helpers must have their own space for •	
privacy. Danish Ministry of the Environment
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Since 2004, The Danish Ministry of the Environ-
ment, Nature Agency together with mentally 
disabled adults and their families, municipalities 
and companies developed a new way of using 
nature in social services - the Forest Helpers 
Program.

The Forest Helpers Program is a contribution to 
implementing the recommendations from the 
United Nations Forum on Forest to the United 
Nations Conferences on Sustainable Development.

I help the 
forest and the 
forest helps 
me!
The Forest Helpers Program



What is a Forest Helper? 
Forest Helpers are mentally disabled adults that 
work in nature and give service to the public. They 
carry out their work in a group which is lead by an 
educated supervisor.

The goal for the Ministry of the Environment, Na-
ture Agency is to provide the Forest Helpers with a 
secure environment, and to give them work assign-
ments that help to develop their self-estime. The 
simple and fundamental principle of the project is 
that the individual Forest Helpers maintain a job 
that suit them both physically and mentally. 

Whilst working on individual projects, the Forest 
Helpers are encouraged by the supervisor in taking 
responsibility as well as in coming up with their 
own opinions and ideas and taking care of personal 
matters. 

Forest Helpers wear uniforms with “Forest Helper” 
on the back. This creates a feeling of “belonging”, a 
unity among other Forest Helpers and to indicate 
their specific function to forest visitors.

Tasks
The Forest Helpers solve many different tasks 
according to their abilities and needs, e.g. servicing 
the guests at the visitor centres. Here the Forest 
Helpers act as waiters in the cafes, answer many 
questions from the visitors, and help organizing 
nature interpretation arrangements.

They also carry out lighter forest work, repair 
information stands, supply firewood for barbecue 
areas, maintain visitor center buildings and their 
vicinities, repair and tidy in the picnic area, 
taking care of the carparks etc. 

All Forest Helpers work both indoors and out, as it 
creates variety and stimulates them in their tasks.

Liability and Payment
In Denmark, the municipalities are responsible for 
the mentally disabled adults if their own families 
or others are unable to. The municipalities are 
required by national law to secure the disabled a 
good development. 

Previously, the mentally disabled were placed in 
municipal institutions. By participating in a Forest 
Helper Program, the disabled are drawn away from 
an institution and into the nature. 

Municipalities participate voluntarily in a project, 
but by doing so, the municipality retain responsi-
bility for the activities related to the project such 
as transportation to the place of work, work teams, 
supervision, etc.

The Nature Agency does not pay for the value of 
work performed, as it supplies buildings and 

sites availability, proposals of assignments and 
execution, etc. 

If the supervisor is employed by the Nature 
Agency, the municipal has to pay the salary.

Project organization
The Forest Helpers Program can be organized in 
three different ways decided by the municipality 
as:

a private company supervising the project at •	
the municipality’s expense and risk.
a project as part of the municipality.•	
a project as part of the Nature Agency in su-•	
pervision of the project at the municipality’s 
expense and risk.

The 16 ongoing projects involves one fifth of the 
Danish municipalities. The individual projects 
vary between 5 and 30 “fulltime jobs”. A single 
fulltime job will often involve several Forest 
Helpers.


